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Tunturi Platinum Pro AirBike (17PTAB2000)  
 

Platinum PRO is the highest quality line
from Tunturi. This equipment is perfect for
the ambitious home user, for
physiotherapies and schools up to smaller
gyms.

 CHF 1'990.00  
      

      

The Platinum PRO Air Bike non Tunturi is a unique bike in the cardio endurance range. You can train
not only your condition but also the upper body with this bike. By pulling and pushing the handlebars up
and down, the arms, chest and shoulders are also trained. To increase the difficulty, the feet can be
placed on footrests at the front of the bike and only the handles can be used for training. The fan is
activated when the workout is started - i.e. biking - and this is how the air resistance is then generated.

Equipment:

Air resistance system - the resistance is continuously regulated by the air resistance system by
the number of revolutions - the faster you pedal, the higher the resistance
possibility to pedal forward and backward to vary the workout
high quality chain drive system for optimal power transmission
training computer with monochrome LCD display with illumination and display for time, distance,
speed, calories, pulse and watts
dual action design - the movement of arms and legs is synchronized for a natural flow of motion
foot grid for isolated upper body workout
mains-independent power supply
13 training programs (1 user program and 12 preset training programs)
heart rate: telemetric
low entry
ergonomic comfort gel seat
quick seat height adjustment
vertical and horizontal saddle adjustment
guide price chf 2'399.--
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Use: home use to commercial continuous use, payload: approx. 165kg
Equipment dimensions: L125 x W51 x H147cm, weight 65kg
Accessories: integrated Polar receiver
Option: transmitter belt
Warranty: CH warranty (warranty from Swiss general distributor) - 1 year complete warranty, 2 years on
labor and spare parts (excluding consumables).
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